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Discount Fire Supplies Introduce A New Range Of Marine Fire Detectors
Discountfiresupplies.co.uk have added a new selection of marine fire detectors, 
including an optical smoke detector, a multisensor detector and heat detectors, to 
their fire detector range.
Discount Fire Supplies, retailers of Fire Alarm Systems and LED Emergency Lighting, have recently 
added a  selection of new products to their fire detection range. These new detectors are from 
Apollo and are all approved for use in marine environments. The detectors operate in the same 
way and carry the same approvals as standard detectors but are subject to additional approval 
tests specific to the marine environment.

Orbis Marine Fire Detectors offer a strong range of features designed to save time, enhance 
reliability and reduce false alarms within the marine and offshore environment, making use of 
features such as DirtAlert, a feature that warns engineers that detectors need maintenance, and 
FastTest, a testing procedure that that takes just four seconds.

The marine fire detectors that Discount Fire Supplies are now stocking include:

- The Orbis Marine Heat Detector (£12.95 +VAT): The Orbis Marine Heat Detector uses a single 
thermistor to sense the temperature around the detector. We have 6 heat detector options 
available to cover a range of different operating conditions. 

- The Orbis Marine Optical Smoke Detector (£19.95 +VAT): The optical smoke detector operates on 
the well established light scatter principle and utilises advanced sensing technology to eliminate 
the risk of false alarms.

- The Orbis Marine Multisensor Detector (£24.50 +VAT): This detector benefits from the same false 
alarm reduction technology as the optical smoke detector but is enhanced by the addition of a 
thermal sensing element.

- The Marine Series 65 Mounted UV Flame Detector (£412.80 +VAT): This UV flame detector is 
designed to protect indoor areas where flaming fires may be expected. The UV detector even 
responds to flames with no flicker and is only sensitive to UV radiation emitted by flames during 
combustion. 

Discount Fire Supplies also have a range of mounting options available, including the Orbis Marine 
TimeSaver base designed to allow a simple mounting procedure for all of the Orbis Marine 
detectors.

A spokesperson at Discount Fire supplies says, “We are often contacted by customers who request 
marine approved detectors, so we thought it was about time that we added some to our website.  
We already carry a wide range of fire detectors and are happy that we are able  extend our range 
even further, catering for all the needs of our customers.”

About Discount Fire Supplies:



Discount Fire Supplies is an online retailer of Fire Alarms and LED Emergency Lighting and aims to 
become the UK's premier fire alarm supplier. They have a large stock-holding and good 
relationships with all major manufacturers allowing them to be competitive on price and choice. 

All enquiries can be directed to Tariq El-Hoss on 01792 452 700 or info@discountfiresupplies.co.uk.
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